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Journal Article (Electronic)

*Format:*
Author(s). Year. Title of article. Journal title [Internet]. [cited date];volume(issue):pages. Available from: URL

*Bibliography:*

*In Text Citation (More than three authors):*
(Parmentier et al. 2004)

Book

*Format:*
Author(s). Year. Title. Edition (if there is one). Place of publication: publisher.

*Bibliography:*

*In Text Citation:*
(Richardson 1981)

Chapter in Book (Author different from editors)

*Format:*
Author(s) of chapter. Date. Title of chapter. In: Editor(s) names, editors. Title of book. Edition (if there is one). Place of publication: publisher. p. pages of chapter.

*Bibliography:*

*In Text Citation (Two authors):*
(Wells and LaMotte 2001)
Electronic Book

**Format:**

**Bibliography:**

**In Text Citation (Corporate body):**
(British Micological Society 2006)

Web Page

**Format:**
Author(s). Date. Title of web page [Internet]. Place of publication: Publisher or site sponsor; [cited date]. Available from: URL

**Bibliography:**

**In Text Citation:**
(Viegas 2010)

Legal Materials

**Court Case:**

**In Text Citation:**
(Meyer...1923)

**Public Law:**

**Statute:**

**Hearing:**

**Notes**
• List all authors in the order they appear on the publication if there are ten or fewer authors. If there are more than eleven authors, list the first ten followed by *et.al.*
• Journal names are abbreviated according to a list of sources in the back of the style manual
• If the date is unknown, put date unknown in square brackets in the citation where the date should be: [date unknown]
• If there is not an individual author(s), provide the corporate author or name of the agency or organization who published the work.